
What is a Rock? 
 

By 2D 





People can’t make rocks and   
minerals. They are natural  resources. 

By  Veronica 



We need rocks and minerals to 
survive. 
 By Ruaa 



Plants and animals need minerals from 
soil. By Mustafa  



We eat things like carrots that come 
from soil. 
By Dhay 



Some small pieces of rock can weigh 
more than larger pieces of rock. 

By Eden 



Rocks and minerals are solid. 
By Sarah 



Rocks contain many minerals. 
By  Susan 



Minerals are natural materials. 
By Heloisa 



If you break a mi 
 
 
 

 If you break a mineral in half it is the 
same inside and outside. 

By Kaitlyn. 
 
 
 



Weathering makes large rocks break 
apart. 

By Sean 



Layers of sediment can build up to 
make a rock.  By  Katherina 



Heat and pressure make metamorphic 
rocks. by Adriel 



Heat and pressure over millions of years 
can change limestone into marble. 

By Caroline 



Igneous rocks are made from magma. 
By Jake 



Lava cools down and turn into igneous 
rocks. By Alex 



Pumice rocks are very light and can 
float on water.     by Lindsay 



Artists carve statues out of marble. 
By David 



Marble is striped.     By Joao Pedro 



Rocks may have quartz in them which 
is very hard. By Jesse  
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